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Introduction
Training multiple agents at once poses significant challenges and is a vibrant part of
nowadays RL research. We train teams of agents to play football looking for emergence of
coordination and strategy. In this work we present agents trained using different methods.
We show two different curricula – one manipulating the opponents number, and the other
with custom initial positions – that were able to resolve the sparse reward problem. We
also compare two approaches to multi-agent training – centralized and decentralized.

Environment
We use Google Research Foot-
ball Environment (GRF)[1].
Our agents:

• play 5 vs 5 matches,
• control 4 players, while

goalkeeper is controlled
by built-in AI,

• use mini-map observa-
tion with marked posi-
tions of players and the
ball,

• perform high level ac-
tions, like running in
specific direction, pass-
ing, or scoring.

Emerging behaviours
Defensive play. The agents trained
against the built-in AI did not ex-
press any organized defensive strat-
egya which emerged only in the self-
play training[2]. Notably, inspired by
[3] exploiter that was trained only
against one frozen opponent to ex-
ploit its weaknesses, turned out to be
great at defence also against previ-
ously unseen opponentsb.

Offside war. In a naive self-play, where policy trained
against the current version of self, it engaged in something
which could be described as an offside war, where the team
focused mainly on not being present on their side of the
pitch as it can be seen in the videosc.

One-man army and the
horde attack. Multi-head net-
work preferred one-man armyd

while single-head sometimes
played as a hordee, that is
running towards the opponent
goal in a large group.

ahttps://youtu.be/w1hODs8QFQM?t=83
bhttps://youtu.be/iRXpLARkvJk?t=48
chttps://sites.google.com/view/rl-football/

multiagent-team/offside-strategy
dhttps://youtu.be/w1hODs8QFQM
ehttps://youtu.be/6elrWEHQuFk

Sparse Reward Problem and Curricula
Using only the goals as the reward makes it really sparse and our’s ‘pure’ RL policies was
not able to learn using it.

Left: opponents number curriculum process. Ticks mark
successful training with accompanying number of steps.
Right: example scenarios from the second curriculum. In
easy scenario we can see high number of agent’s players
near the opponent’s goal.

We created two successful
curricula to overcome this is-
sue: the first gradually in-
creased number of oppo-
nents while the second used
gradually harder scenar-
ios starting from the ex-
tremely simple ones up to the
full-scale matches.
The first was slightly better
against our internal pool of
players but was loosing in the
direct comparison with the
second.
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In centralised setup we have one, central policy which
controls all the players. In decentralised setup each
controlled agent performs actions separately. In our
case we have one network - that separately controls
all the players.

We compared the two approaches
after training them in self-play
manner using the same amount of
compute.
The decentralised policy was
winning with the centralised
one with an average advan-
tage of 2.8 (± 1.8) goals.
It is surprising as we would expect
better coordination and strategy
from a centralised one, though
similar findings were also pre-
sented by [4].
We also tried both architectures
on a simpler scenario with three
attackers and just one defender.

Action distribution of two players controlled by a cen-
tralized architecture. Out of four controlled players
two had more specialized action set (blue), while the
other two output rather random actions (orange).

Unlike in previously presented
results, in this scenario the
centralised architecture learned
faster and had greater accuracy.
We suspect this easier scenario re-
quired players to specialize which
was done easier by a centralized
setup, whilst adapting to a full 5
vs 5 was simpler for the decentral-
ized policy as roles of the players
are more universal in a full 5 vs 5
match.
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